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® Draftstream is a Registered European Community Trademark
of Carbonate Solutions Ltd.
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draftstream in-line carbonators enable draught dispense of
beverages from Bag-in-Box.
Two sizes are available, covering different ranges of dispense rate:
• “1 LPM” for up to 1.2 litre/minute
• “2 LPM” for up to 2.3 litre/minute

draftstream is compact and flexible, making it suitable for all installation formats and
able to dispense even “difficult” beverages at high carbonation levels. The 12Vdc
controls include a non-volatile totaliser function for usage tracking.

The combination

can be viewed as equivalent to the conventional pressurised keg. There are, however, further specific
guidelines concerning installation options, BIB handling, and cleaning procedures.
These guidelines and procedures are explained below.

In common with all schemes for draught carbonated beverages, best results are obtained with
draftstream when pressures and temperatures are kept stable.
draftstream’s controls govern its internal process pressures (gas and liquid) and are pre-set to match
details of the intended application: these details cover beverage type, carbonation target, and the
chosen installation scheme.
The following page shows the 3 basic options for installations.
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draftstream installation & commissioning
There are 2 basic configurations (see below
diagram)
Cellar
Draftstream :
• CO2-powered pump
• Air-powered pump

Bar Draftstream:
• Air or electricpowered pump

If installing “Bar” and a local product cooler is
used, time will be saved if this can be pre-cooled.
Set the cooler in place, fill the water/ice bath, link
its recirc inlet/outlet, and turn it on (interrupt the
cool-down only while connecting the system’s
external cooling circuit)
• Connect 12V, all tubes and insulate sections as
shown in the diagrams
– Ensure that the correct dispense restrictor
tube is fitted
• Connect BIB to pump inlet
• Set pump’s feed gas regulator to the

recommended pressure, bleed FOB unit
• Open dispense tap and allow 15 seconds for gas
purge. Close tap.
• Press “ON” – keypad: 3 green lights should stay on.
• Open dispense tap until gas has cleared. Close tap.
• Check/fix any leaks
• Proceed to next step only when cooling has
stabilised
• Check dispense action:
– Pump pressure low: gas bubbles in
Draftstream outlet
– Pump pressure OK: keypad RED is on only
during dispense
– Pump pressure high: keypad RED flashes on/
off during dispense
NB. DISPENSE RESTRICTOR
Ensure that all the restrictor is in good contact with the coolant flow &
return tube pair running between Draftstream and Tap. If that distance
is shorter than the restrictor tube, wind it as an evenly-spread spiral
around the whole coolant pair’s length - but ensure it is not flattened or
kinked anywhere.
Insulate and seal-wrap the whole length of the finished 3-tube outlet line.
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Commissioning Troubleshooting
Dispense is only possible if the keypad shows 3 GREEN lights.

draftstream will turn off if either:
1. The feed CO2 pressure is below 50psi, or
2. The feed liquid pressure during dispense is too low: this may be caused by fitting
the wrong dispense restrictor; if it happens in normal use, the cause will be an
empty BIB or pump failure.
After fixing the fault, re-start Draftstream by pressing the ON button
Gas breakout will occur in the dispense line – even when pump pressure is OK – if:
• part of the line is warmer than Draftstream or
• the dispense restrictor is not the smooth-bore tubing supplied.
Poor cooling of the tap will cause the start of dispense to be gassy – particularly for highly
carbonated drinks.
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Beverage pumps
Each installation requires a feed of the un-carbonated beverage delivered to draftstream – during
dispense - at the pressure required for the given application. This is done by a demand pump (most
beverage pumps are of this type).
draftstream’s controls operate an inlet valve in response to its internal liquid pressure.
Only during dispense and the valve is held open, is it important that the internal liquid pressure remains
within a band which matches the application (see INSTALLATION below).
This internal pressure is always lower than the pump’s delivery pressure due to flow-dependent pressure
drops in the beverage feed line (cooler, tubing type, and draftstream’s inlet valve). This factor is
important, particularly when selecting an electric pump.

Gas pumps
Gas pumps are ideal for draftstream systems in virtually all applications. They have operational
flexibility – delivery pressure can be set virtually independently of flowrate – but they do produce
larger pressure fluctuations than electric pumps.
This is relevant when the pump is installed near a “1 LPM” draftstream; in such cases a smallstroke pump such as the Flojet N5000 should be used instead of the G56.
Pumps should be driven by separate gas regulators.

Electric pumps
These have the apparent advantages of smoother delivery pressure and less noise, and the Shurflo
8008-902-355, for example, is ideally matched to close-coupled “1 LPM” Draftstream systems for
wine carbonation.
However, when needing to allow for feed line pressure drops in potentially different site
situations, selection of an electric pump is in general more difficult because its flow and pressure
are not independent.
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Dispense Lines (draftstream to tap)
Since draftstream’s operating liquid pressure is fixed, dispense flowrate is therefore determined by the
outlet line’s restriction.
In “conventional” dispense of carbonated drinks, narrow-bore restrictor tubes are often fitted to limit
flow in a manner which reduces pressure of the liquid gradually as it approaches the tap.
At the high carbonation levels available with draftstream, dispense restrictor tubes must have smooth
and accurately-dimensioned bores to minimise liquid shear and avoid gas breakout.
These are special grades of tube, not yet widely used for beverages, so the restrictor is supplied pre-cut
to required length with each draftstream.

draftstreams must only be installed as follows and with the restrictors supplied.
Do not shorten the supplied length.

“1 LPM” systems.
Plug in the 5/32” restrictor tube assembly (supplied with 3/16” connectors = John Guest
PI060605S) directly to the barrel of the dispense tap and connect its other end either to
• The 3/8” product outlet tube from draftstream (use John Guest PI201206S), or
•The draftstream product outlet bulk-head (use John Guest PI061206S).

“2 LPM” systems.
Connect the supplied length of smooth-bore 3/16” tubing directly to the barrel of the dispense
tap, and connect its other end either to
• The 3/8” product outlet tube from draftstream (use John Guest PI201206S), or
• The draftstream product outlet bulk-head (use John Guest PI061206S).

“2 LPM” systems.
Connect the supplied length of smooth-bore 3/16” tubing directly to the barrel of the dispense tap, and
connect its other end either to
• The 3/8” product outlet tube from draftstream (use John Guest PI201206S), or
• The draftstream product outlet bulk-head (use John Guest PI061206S).
Ensure that all the restrictor is in contact with the coolant flow & return tube pair between draftstream
and Tap. If that distance is shorter than the restrictor tube, wind it as an even spiral around the coolant
pair – but ensure it is not flattened or kinked anywhere.
Insulate and seal-wrap the whole length of the 3-tube outlet line.
Use a free-flow style Tap – preferably metal, which is effectively cooled.
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Cleaning
draftstreams should NOT be cleaned with any conventional caustic solutions and must NOT be
connected to other cleaning equipment.
Only use solution made up as directed with the TMD cleaner supplied.
1. Rinse out the 5 litre polybottle with clean cold water. Empty the bottle
2. Fill the bottle to the 3L mark with clean cold water
3. Hold the TMD bottle vertically, carefully remove the screw-cap and empty contents into the
polybottle. Protective glasses and gloves should be worn.
4. Replace the TMD bottle cap, rinse off the outside under running water before disposal.
5. Replace the polybottle cap and swirl the bottle to mix the contents.
This solution is compatible with product tubing and safe for disposal to service drains after use.
Cleaning should typically be carried out monthly, but maybe more frequently for some products.
The 3 litre batch of solution is sufficient to clean virtually any size of draftstream dispense system.
The step-by-step diagrams show how to clean “Cellar” and “Bar” draftstream installations.
The installations differ in their ways of first emptying product (to be sold as carbonated drinks)
before starting to clean, and then draining ready for reconnecting the BIB afterwards. This feature
minimises product wastage, both pre- and post- after cleaning.
The FOB arrangement is conventional for “Cellar” installations.
For “Bar” installations, the arrangement needs to be different, and depends on whether the beverage
pump is driven by CO2 or Air:

Gas On
reg. /Off

Gas 2-way
reg. valve
CO2

Air
50 PSI
CO2

A,F

From BIB

From BIB

To draftstream
Gas
Pump

FOB
Unit
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CO2-powered

Air-powered
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Cleaning steps for “bar” installations
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Cleaning steps for “cellar” installations
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BIB changing
Most BIBs will contain some free air, and some types of coupler might leak slightly. It is also
likely that, whenever a BIB s changed, air will enter the pump and its suction tube.
Carbonating efficiency will fall if this air is allowed to enter draftstream, so it is
recommended that a FOB unit is always fitted– see diagrams for the “Cellar” and “Bar”
configurations.
The user must be shown how the FOB unit is to be bled whenever a BIB is replaced.

Fault diagnosis
No dispense
• draftstream has been turned off
• BIB is empty
• Fault in beverage pump
• CO2 feed to Draftstream is below 50psi
• Failure of 12Vdc supply
• Dispense line has kinked

Low carbonation
• Cooler failure (Draftstream and feed beverage)

Excessive foam
• Cooler failure (dispense line)
• Dirty dispense line (system needs cleaning)
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Time out
draftstream shuts down automatically (with red led flashing) after 2 Seconds if dispense is
attempted when either:
• the BIB is empty, or
• the beverage pump fails to operate
After correction, re-set by turning the draftstream power switch (Front panel, top) off - on

Totaliser
draftstream includes a totaliser which can be used at any time to check the total number of hours
spent dispensing.
The function is non-volatile, non-resettable, with a resolution of 1 hour

To interrogate the totaliser
• PRESS THE TOTALISER SWITCH ONCE
• THE RED LED WILL FLASH ON/OFF IN 3 DISTINCT SEQUENCES
• COUNT THE NUMBER OF FLASHES OF THE LED IN EACH SEQUENCE
FOR EXAMPLE:
..........

..........

- 1ST SEQUENCE (= 2)
- 2ND SEQUENCE (= 3)
- 3RD SEQUENCE (= 4)
THE TOTAL DISPENSE TIME IS THEREFORE =234 HRS
	NOTE, IF THE NUMBER OF FLASHES IN A SEQUENCE IS 10, THE
CORRESPONDING NUMBER IS ZERO
• USING THE TIME TAKEN TO DISPENSE A PINT, FOR EXAMPLE, THE TOTALISER CAN
PROVIDE A CHECK ON THE NUMBER OF DRINKS SERVED AND THE VOLUME OF
BEVERAGE DISPENSED IN A GIVEN PERIOD.
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